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Connor Eid: Okay. So, would you mind providing me with your name, pronouns and major? 

 

Jordan Miinch: My name is Jordan Miinch. My pronouns are he/him/his and I'm a studio art 

major with a concentration in comics. 

 

00:00:20.740 

CE: Okay, cool, and then so first kind of formal question, where would you say that you draw 

your inspiration for your art from? 

 

JM: I would say that I draw my inspiration from- of course the obvious answer would be like a 

lot of other artists like on Pinterest, on Instagram, all around who I follow but when it comes to 

the world, I'm really inspired when it comes to nature. Anything with flora, anything with fauna. 

Just mixing the two, mixing death with life, mixing any sort of like macabre but also at the same 

time vibrant patterns just, everything really. 

 

00:01:15.360 

CE: Okay, interesting, yeah. And so, do you feel like that kind of is an extension of your 

personality, so to speak? Or how do you feel like- like why do you think that you like those kinds 

of things and express that in your art? 

 

JM: I think I definitely like those kinds of things because their like two sides of the same coin, 

just exact opposites. I do look at the world like it is gray and there's nothing but like the bad 

things that happen and that can be the dark and macabre and gritty gross stuff but I also like to 

force myself when it comes to like fun, happy colors because with color theory and everything 

darker colors make you more sad, lighter colors make you more happy and having a bunch of 

vibrant colors all of a sudden is going to at least make you feel some sort of emotion that it's 

probably going to be good. 

 

00:02:23.280 

CE: Yeah, yeah, that's very- that's a very interesting way of putting it. I appreciate that and so 

how would you say that your art has helped you expressed your identity as a queer person? 

 



JM: [pause] I'd say my art- my art gives me the ability to do so by just because I'm able to do art. 

It gives me the ability to showcase those types of things I want to see, like seeing two boys just- 

or like making a picture of two boys, just kissing and making it look all nice and kind and just- 

Nothing but what it is and that just being like two people in love that happened to be the same 

gender or being able to just think of stuff in my head and being able to transcribe it onto a piece 

of paper or canvas or whatever and just showing what's in my mind and showing what I needed 

to be, what I needed to see as a kid that people liked, I guess, if that makes sense? 

 

00:03:45.850 

CE: Yeah, yeah, that definitely makes sense it. It sounds like it's a mixture of, sort of, personal 

taste, and just like how you think and also kind of wanting to express that change in kind of like 

media and just in general in the world, you know, providing some representation for what we 

lack. And I think that that's very interesting. And so, kind of going back to where you draw your 

inspiration from, is there any specific artists that you find yourself drawing inspiration from? 

 

JM: Not off the top of my head, because most of the artists I draw inspiration from are Internet 

based artists that I tend to see in passing when scrolling through- scrolling through social media 

sites and seeing their work, it's- I know their work is there and I know it's their work, but it's 

always hard to put a name to the work. It's more so like I just feel that it is their work and know, 

it's the same person of this that I like before. 

 

00:04:57.790 

CE: Yeah. So, you definitely draw lots of inspiration from contemporary sort of digital artists, 

would you say? 

 

JM: I'd say yeah.  

 

00:05:09.310 

CE: Okay, yeah, definitely and so, a loaded question, but do you feel like the School of Art and 

Design at UW Stout provides a safe place for you to express yourself through your art? 

 

JM: I'd say it definitely does, because well Stout does have the Qube, so it's already known to be 

a more LGBT inclusive area that doesn't just like put it on for show, it's an actual thing that's 

meant there to help and like protect our students of- of- of LGBTQIA. And that further extends 

into the art programs here where since day one in the classroom telling my teacher that I was gay 

or something like that, I've been met with nothing but like understanding and just a teacher 

listening to their student and still treating them the same after. 

 

00:06:15.560 

CE: Yeah, yeah, I definitely- I definitely feel that as another queer art major here. There's never 

been a sense of ostracization from my peers in my classes. When you know something would 

slip, I'd be like oh, this guy like something like that. So, I definitely agree with you there. So, 



moving on, do you feel like queer artists get the same respect or recognition that cisgender 

heterosexual white artists get and not just necessarily queer artists? I kind of want to broaden the 

question to just anyone that isn't that cis, het, and white. Do you feel like they get the same kind 

of respect as those ones do? 

 

JM: I'd say that is a very like intellectual sort of question to think about. because definitely we 

live in that society where that is our everyday occurrence where that happens. And of course, that 

I do think that even happens in the art world, it's just a matter of how it happens, if that makes 

sense? Like there's always going to be those like rich artists that don't put much emotion but still 

get this amazing like reception to their work. And then these artists of color, queer artists putting 

everything- well, art is subjective, but objectively them putting up their entire being into their 

work, only to be steamrolled by society and not even getting a second glance at their work. Art is 

a field that- Art is just a complicated field, but I do feel that that is still a problem that we have in 

our communities and just that- 

 

00:08:07.770 

CE: No, yeah, I- I get what you're trying to say. I get what you're trying to say. I feel like it's 

almost like something catastrophic has to happen to an artist for them to make a sort of boom in 

the world. Frida Kahlo comes to mind when talking about this because, you know, she's this 

queer Latina woman who is one of the, like most widely known artists now, and she's only 

known because of her, you know, accident that happened and her traumatic art that she used to 

cope with it after. So do you- Would you agree that something revolutionary has to happen with 

one of these artists’ work for them to break mainstream? 

 

JM: Honestly, yeah, because you think of- you think of all like artists of the past like and you do 

have something to associate with them. You have- well, I wasn't exactly around, of course, but 

I'm sure a big reason why Andy Warhol got more popular was because he died. It- because it- 

wasn't he- wasn't it- wasn't he killed? 

 

CE: I- I'm not sure. I believe so, though. 

 

JM: Something along that line and the same with like Keith Harring dying of AIDS. And these 

artists like have this trauma associated with them, so that immediately had made their work like 

more seen as valuable I guess. 

 

00:09:38.500 

CE: Yeah, yeah, I definitely agree and so moving into our last question here and it's a very 

subjective and deep one, so, answer however you can. But how would you say that your identity 

influences how you make art and like your entire process, so to speak? 

 

JM: As weird as this is going to sound already being queer, I go against the normal of society, so 

it, I guess, further- it made me start out in art as already breaking the rules right away, going and 



doing whatever I wanted instead of following this harsh line of this is how it's meant to be. This 

is how it should be. This- don't draw these things draw like realism. Don't go wild. It made me 

want to explore what I liked first versus what I had to. Well, that is subjectively being like. A 

weird statement, because we're always taught to learn our foundation first before we break 

everything in- But I- I felt the need to like break it so that I could know what I wanted to further 

break more and go out of the normal, go make something different, make something- just- new. 

 

00:11:16.840 

CE: Mhm. Yeah, I think you- you bring up a really, really good point with- as queer people 

we’re born into this world already breaking the norm. We’re already from a young age, being 

like, you know you're different, you're weird, you're not like everyone else. And for that to 

translate into the art world, I think it's a very interesting similarity because you know everyone is 

like these kind of cookie cutter, realistic drawings and we're already- we already know this 

battle, we already know how different we are and that sort of navigates our field of thinking as 

well, psychologically. You know we're always wanting to go against the norm, and I think that 

that's very interesting when you look at queer artists you know their work is alwa- always so 

much more unique and always more like thought fueling so to speak and I- I think that that's just 

a very good observation. 

 

JM: Queer art feels like- Queer art just feels like people put their identity into it right away, or 

they have something of their identity that they need to truly like hone in on whereas, I guess like 

cis straight artists like- It's weird, I guess, weird to say like queer people honing in on their thing 

is what could make their art and like not to say that straight people can't do that, but it just 

doesn't feel like a thing that like that's ever needed. They don't need to hone in on this thing. 

They don't need to share their experience with it because they had the cliché experience, they had 

the normal experience that with no single like- not much like bumps in the road. Whereas we use 

our identity to focus and make art that immediately comes with emotion then. 

 

00:13:28.840 

CE: Yeah, I- I really like that part where we're honing in on our identity. I think that that's very 

powerful to say you know you look at sort of black artists and how they use their experiences to 

their utmost advantage, and that's why you know, cultural art has such a hold on contemporary 

white societies because we don't understand these emotions and these hurt, these pains and that's 

why it's so thought provoking to us, and I think that that's very interesting to see. And kind of an 

anecdote about that sort of honing in on your identity, you know, when you're learning to draw 

portraits as one does as an art major- we- we always talk about masculinity and femininity and 

sort of facial structure. And I really think that it's interesting how that such a determining feature. 

And I would love to see like sort of de-genderizing that- this is just kind of like kind of like an 

anecdote, but I feel like as a non-binary person you know, you're taught to draw feminine face 

and a masculine face and sort of masculine and feminine energies in art, and so I feel like in such 

a creative field, it's very gendered and sort of there's labels put on things. Would you agree with 

that? 



 

JM: I'd say yeah, we- everything has always been gendered and it feels like only mainly starting 

recently that we have had such a boom in our society of like really wanting to stop with that, it's 

just not how it works anymore, it's not- It's not us anymore- we- what would you propose like 

when it comes to that type of thing? 

 

CE: I'm not sure honestly, because you know when like where we're both relatively new to the 

secondary- post-secondary, sorry, art education and so we don't really know, the ins and outs of 

portraiture yet and so just in art itself. You know I feel like- 

 

JM: Yep. 

 

CE: -Things holding masculine and feminine energy. It just- it's really weird to me you know it 

because there's synonyms that people like to use with these things like masculine being like 

energetic and like bold things like that and femininity being like serene and like calm so like 

breaking that feminine and masculine vocabulary and replacing it with those synonyms that 

people use in modern vocabulary I think would be a great start to that because I feel like the del- 

evolution of gender is just, it's happening right before our eyes. Is it just needs to reach other 

fields, so to speak. 

 

JM: Yeah. 

 

CE: All right, well then, I want to thank you very much for letting me conduct this interview, 

Jordan and I will let you get back to whatever you're doing. 

 

JM: Yeah, thank you for let me talk about this. 

 

CE: All right, take care. 

 

JM: You too. 

 

END 
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